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Abstract. The primary process occurring at a collisionless
shock is the redistribution of the bulk upstream energy into
other degrees of freedom. One part of this process results in
the acceleration of electrons at the shock front. Accelerated
electrons are observed at the terrestrial and other planetary
shocks, comets, and their effects are observed in astrophys-
ical phenomena such as supernova remnants and jets in the
form of X-ray bremsstrahlung radiation. One of the phys-
ical models for electron acceleration at supercritical shocks
is based on low-hybrid turbulence due to the presence of re-
flected ions in the foot region. Since lower hybrid waves
propagate almost perpendicular to the magnetic field they can
be simultaneously in resonance with both the unmagnetised
ions (ω=Vik⊥) and magnetised electrons (ω=Vek‖). In this
paper, Cluster observations of the electric field are used to
study the occurrence of lower hybrid waves in the front of
the terrestrial bow shock. It is shown that the lower hybrid
waves exist as isolated wave packets. However, the very low
level of the observed lower hybrid turbulence is too small to
impart significant energisation to the electron population.

Keywords. Space plasma physics (Shock waves; Wave-
particle interactions; Waves and instabilities)

1 Introduction

The energisation of electrons within a collisionless shock re-
quires the transfer of a portion of the energy associated with
the incoming upstream plasma flow to the electron popula-
tion. In order for this energy transfer to occur, there has to be
some media that can channel energy from the incoming ion
population to the electrons. One mechanism that has com-
monly been proposed, both for solar systems and particularly
for astrophysical applications is based on excitation of lower-
hybrid waves (Laming, 2001).
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The lower-hybrid wave is an electrostatic plasma wave
mode whose plasma frame frequency is in the vicinity of
the lower-hybrid resonance frequencyωlh∼

√
ωciωce where

ωci and ωce are the proton and electron gyrofrequencies,
respectively. The wave has linear polarisation and prop-
agates almost perpendicular with respect to the magnetic
field (cos(θkB)∼

√
me/mi∼89◦). The maximum growth rate

γMAX occurs whenk||/k∼ωpi/ωpe.
Since the waves are propagating in a plasma that is moving

with respect to the satellite, their frequencies will be Doppler
shifted in the spacecraft frame. The magnitude of this shift
can be estimated using the resonance condition of the Mod-
ified Two Stream Instability (MTSI) 2VAMAk=ωlh. This
gives a maximum estimate for the correction in observed
wave frequency due to the Doppler shiftkVsw∼ωlh/2.

Current models base the occurrence of lower hybrid waves
at a shock front on counter-streaming populations of ions
which result from either the reflection of ions (Leroy et al.,
1982) at the front via the MTSI or mass-loading process.
These models are often used to explain the electron accel-
eration observed at various astrophysical shocks such as su-
pernova remnants (Laming, 2001). However, there is cur-
rently no substantial experimental evidence that these waves
do indeed exist in the fronts of supercritical, quasiperpendic-
ular, collisionless shocks. The results of data analysis from
the Intershock electric field experiment, in which wave ac-
tivity was observed at frequencies of a few Hertz, has been
used to argue for the existence of lower hybrid waves. An al-
ternative explanation, however, has been proposed in which
Intershock may have simply observed the electric field com-
ponent of whistler wave packets propagating in the foot re-
gion (Balikhin et al., 1997; Walker et al., 1999). Electric
field observations of Comet Halley also showed evidence for
waves observed in the vicinity of the lower hybrid frequency
(Klimov et al., 1986). However, their exact wave mode was
not determined.
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Fig. 1. The configuration of the EFW electric field probes.

Wave activity in the electric field at frequencies of a few
hertz is usually attributed to one of two modes, either the
whistler (Balikhin et al., 1997) or lower hybrid (Vaisberg
et al., 1983). One method to differentiate these modes is
to examine their polarisations. Whistler mode waves are el-
liptically polarised whilst lower hybrid waves, as mentioned
above, are linearly polarised. The remainder of this paper re-
ports Cluster observations of waves around the lower hybrid
frequency at the terrestrial bow shock to accesses the level of
lower hybrid turbulence in the foot and its possible effect on
the electron acceleration. Section2 describes the data source
and methodology used for this study. Results are presented
in Sect.3 and discussed in relation to the acceleration of elec-
trons in Sect.4. Finally, a summary of the main findings is
presented in Sect.5.

2 Data source and methodology

The primary data set used in this study was collected by the
EFW instrument (Gustafsson et al., 1997) onboard the Clus-
ter satellites using onboard timing provided by the DWP in-
strument (Woolliscroft et al., 1997). EFW uses two pairs
of spherical probes in the satellite spin plane situated on the
ends of wire booms whose length is 44 m as shown in Fig.1.
Thus, the distance between probes adjacent/opposite to one
another is∼62/88 m respectfully. Normally, the EFW in-
struments return the electric field calculated as the difference
in probe potentials between probes 1 and 2 (E12) and 3 and
4 (E34) with a sampling rate of either 25 Hz (normal science
mode) or 450 Hz (burst science mode). The individual probe

potentials are also available with a time resolution of 5 Hz.
In addition to these standard modes, there is a triggered in-
ternal burst mode. Using this mode, data for a short time
period may be captured with a much higher sampling rate.
The EFW data that has been analysed in this study consists
of internal burst mode data comprising the four individual
probe potentials sampled at 9 kHz for periods of around 10 s.
Since the internal burst data is captured and stored depending
upon some criteria, it may be that although the shock region
was targeted for data collection, the waveforms returned may
not have been captured in the shock front itself. To this end,
a search was made to find possible candidate events by cross
referencing the list of Cluster shock crossings for 2002 with
the list of periods for which internal burst data are available.
This resulted in a list of 10 possible events. Of these events, a
comparison between the FGM magnetic field measurements
and the time periods for which EFW internal burst data were
available showed that there were only two shocks for which
the period of internal burst data lay solely in the foot region
of the shock. Of these, one shock possessed a magnetic pro-
file that was highly turbulent and difficult to interpret and was
also eliminated from further analysis. This left just one clean
shock on which to perform the analysis.

As mentioned above, the internal burst data sets are the
only ones generated by EFW that contain the individual
probe potentials at a high enough sampling rate to investi-
gate waves and turbulence at frequencies around the lower-
hybrid frequency in the vicinity of the terrestrial bow shock
(10–30 Hz). By using the individual probe potentials it is
possible to compute two parallel electric field components
one on either side of the satellite. For example, the probe
pairs 1,3 and 4,2 maybe used to compute electric field com-
ponents E13 and E42 whose directions are parallel and are
spatially separated by a distance of∼62.2 m. This technique
has previously been used byBalikhin et al.(2005) andTjulin
et al.(2003) to study small scale electric field structures and
waves and is similar to the short baseline interferometry tech-
niques employed in the analysis of data from sounding rock-
ets (Pinçon et al., 1997).

Since the probe potentials can be used to calculate two
parallel electric field vectors it should be possible to use the
phase differencing technique (Balikhin and Gedalin, 1993)
in order to compute the component of the wave vectork that
lies in the satellite spin plane perpendicular to the electric
field components measured on either side of a single satellite.
This technique assumes that the wave field within the plasma
B(r, t) may be decomposed as the sum of individual waves:

B(r, t) = 6mode6ω exp(ikr − iωt) + CC (1)

Thus, the phase difference measured at two closely spaced
points is related to the projection of the wave vectork along
the separation vector between the two measurement points.

18(ω) = 91 − 92 = k(ω)r1 − k(ω) r2 = k(ω)1r (2)
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The resulting histogram of phase differences as a function
of k and wave frequencyω, known as the jointω−k spectro-
gram, shows the dispersion relation of the waves in the space-
craft frame. By combining the dispersions for two mutually
perpendicular sets of electric field components it is possible
to determine the component of the wave vectork that lies in
the satellite spin plane.

The phase differencing method may also be used to exam-
ine the polarisation characteristics of the wave in question.
In this case, the phase differencing algorithm is applied to
a pair of perpendicular components of the electric field (as
opposed to the parallel field components mentioned above).
The resulting histogram of the phase difference as a function
of frequency yields a vertical line of constant phase differ-
ence with respect to frequency at a phase difference of zero
for a linearly polarised wave and±π/2 for a circularly po-
larised wave. Thus, this technique may be used to help distin-
guish between a linearly polarised lower hybrid wave and a
circularly polarised whistler mode wave, both of which have
been observed at these frequencies. This method is used in
preference to an examination of the coherency (see for exam-
ple Krasnosel’skikh et al., 1991) due to the short duration of
the wave packets.

The magnetometer data, used to put the electric field mea-
surements into context within the shock front and compute
the lower hybrid resonance frequency, come from the FGM
instruments (Balogh et al., 1997) and made publically avail-
able through the Cluster Active Archive. These measure-
ments typically have a sampling rate of 22 Hz.

3 Results

Figure2 shows an overview of the magnetic profile of the
shock encountered on 26 February at 21:34 UT. From Fig.2
it can be seen that Cluster 3 first encountered the foot re-
gion of the shock just before 21:34 UT, finally crossing the
ramp and entering the downstream region at approximately
21:34:15 UT. For this shock encounter, the EFW internal
burst data selection was triggered at 21:34:01.922 UT and
lasted for a period of 10.47 s as indicated by the shaded re-
gion in the figure.

As mentioned above, the analysis presented in this paper
was performed on data recorded on 26 February 2002 just af-
ter 21:34 UT on spacecraft 3. This quasi-perpendicular shock
crossing took place on an inbound pass at a position (12.0,
−1.60, 8.07)Re. As can be seen from Fig.2 the whole pe-
riod of internal burst data was collected in the foot region of
the shock. The initial increase in the magnetic field profile at
around 21:34 UT has been shown byBalikhin et al.(2005) to
be part of the foot region rather than a partial ramp crossing.

During the 10.5-s period for which EFW internal burst
data is available there were several short periods when the
electric field measurements indicated that there were oscilla-
tions occurring at or just above the local lower-hybrid reso-
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Fig. 2. The magnetic profile of the bow shock crossing observed
by Cluster 3 on 26 February 2002 just after 2134UT. The period for
which EFW internal burst mode data is available is indicated by the
shaded region.

nance frequency. In the following subsections the properties
of the waves in three such events are discussed.

3.1 Event 1

The first event presented in this paper occurred just after
21:34:05 UT. Figure3 shows a dynamic spectrogram of the
electric fieldsE12 (top) andE34 measured between probes
P1 andP2 and probesP3 andP4, respectively, calculated us-
ing a Morlet wavelet transform. The black line represents
the lower-hybrid resonance frequency. It is clearly seen that
at around 21:34:05.2 and there is a packet of waves at a fre-
quency between 10–20 Hz, whose lower edge is just above
the lower-hybrid resonance frequency. The duration of this
wave packet is around 3 ms which corresponds to a few wave
periods. Having identified a possible occurrence of lower
hybrid waves, the phase differencing technique was applied
to parallel electric field vectors in an attempt to compute the
dispersion relation of the waves and hence provide an unam-
biguous identification of the wave mode.
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Fig. 3. The wavelet dynamic spectrogram of electric fieldsE12
(top) andE34 showing a the occurrence of oscillations just above
the lower-hybrid resonance frequency (black line) for event 1.

The jointω−k spectrum generated using the phase differ-
encing method is shown in Fig.4 using the spin plane electric
field componentsE13 andE42. These electric field measure-
ments represent two parallel component directions (as indi-
cated in Fig.1). Thus, the resulting dispersion represents
wave fieldk-vector component in the direction perpendicular
to these electric field directions. As can be seen from Fig.4
in the frequency range of interest (10–20 Hz) no measurable
dispersion of the waves is observed on scales of the separa-
tion distance of the probe pairs (62.2 m). This implies that
the wave travels over the spacecraft at rather high speed so
that there is virtually no difference in the phase of the wave
measured at the two points on either side of the satellite. This
is also evident in the waveform of the electric field signals
shown in Fig.5. The two waveforms in each panel represent
parallel components of the electric field, ieE13 andE42 in
the top panel,E14 andE32 in the lower panel. A comparison
of the two curves within a panel shows that the two mea-
surements which are observed to vary in phase which would
indicate that whatever passed over the satellite has a scale
much larger than the individual probe separation distances.

Since the phase differencing method is appears unable to
show any dispersion in the parallel electric field vectors this
method cannot be used to reliably identify the wave packet
as being lower hybrid. As a result, we need to investigate
some other wave properties of the wave packet to determine
if they are compatible with the lower hybrid mode. It was
mentioned in Sect.2 that by applying the phase differencing
method to perpendicular components of the electric field it
should be possible to determine whether the wave packet is
linearly or circularly polarised. Theω−k spectrum calcu-
lated using the electric field vectorsE13 andE41 is shown
in Fig. 6. In the frequency range 10-20Hz the value of the
phase difference is around zero. This result indicates that the
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Fig. 4. The ω−k joint spectrum calculated from the phase differ-
ences measured between the two parallel electric field components
E13 andE42 for event 1.

wave possesses linear polarisation, a result consistent with
that of a lower-hybrid mode wave. This result can also be
seen in the waveform plots (Fig.5 where it can be observed
that the variations observed inE12 andE42 (top panel) are
mirrored by those in the lower panel. Thus we can conclude
that the wave mode that we are observing is consistent with
a lower-hybrid mode.

3.2 Event 2

The second event to be discussed here occurred around
21:34:04.5 on 26 February 2002. The wavelet dynamic spec-
tra for this period, displayed in Fig.7, shows a wave packet
occurring on the frequency range 10–20 Hz. The black line,
which represents the lower hybrid resonance frequency, lies
on the lower frequency border of this packet which is typical
of frequency range expected for lower hybrid mode waves.
Figure8 shows the jointω−k wave spectrum computed with
the electric field signalsE13 andE42 for this wave packet.
In the frequency range of interest (10–20 Hz) there is a clear
ridge at a phase difference of zero which again indicates that
the wave is propagating with a large phase speed over the
satellite. This result is also evident from the electric field
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Fig. 5. The electric field waveformsE13 andE42 (top panel) and
E41 andE23 (lower panel) for the first event.

waveforms for this packet that are plotted in Fig.9. The
polarisation of this wave packet was also investigated using
the phase differencing method applied to two perpendicular
components of the electric field. The result, shown in Fig.10,
shows a ridge-like maximum at a phase difference of zero in
the frequency range of interest thus indicating that the packet
possesses a linear polarisation. This result is also evident in
the electric field waveforms shown in Fig.9. Once again,
it appears that this wave packet exhibits properties that are
consistent with propagation in the lower hybrid mode.

3.3 Event 3

The final event highlighted in this paper occurred between
21:34:07.3 and 21:34:07.45 UT on 26 February 2002. The
wavelet dynamic spectrogram (Fig.11) shows a wave packet
in the frequency range 10–15 Hz that lies just above the
lower hybrid resonance frequency (indicated by the black
line). This wave packet is observed to drift in frequency
as time increases. This change in frequency mirrors the
change in the lower hybrid resonance frequency as calculated
from the magnetic field. Analysis of parallel electric field
components using the phase differencing method (Fig.12)
again indicates zero phase difference between these compo-
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Fig. 6. The ω−k joint spectrum calculated from the phase differ-
ences measured between the two perpendicular electric field com-
ponentsE13 andE41 for the first event.

Fig. 7. The wavelet dynamic spectrum for event 2 (using the same
format as Fig.3

nents, a result evident from their waveforms that are shown
in Fig. 13. However, a close comparison of perpendicu-
lar electric field components (i.e. comparison of the wave-
forms shown in the top panel with those in the lower panel)
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Fig. 8. The ω−k joint spectrum calculated from the two parallel
electric field componentsE41 andE23 for event 2.

indicates a phase difference between the signals. This phase
difference was further investigated using the phase differenc-
ing method. The jointω−k spectrum for two perpendicular
electric field components is shown in Fig.14. In contrast to
those for events 1 and 2, event 3 produces a ridgelike maxi-
mum at a phase difference ofπ/2. This confirms the conclu-
sion reached by comparing the waveforms. This wave packet
possesses circular polarisation and is thus not propagating in
the lower hybrid mode. The circular polarisation indicates
that this particular wave packet is propagating in the whistler
mode.

Using a similar scenario,Krasnoselskikh et al.(1985)
analysed the generation of fast electrons beams at quasiper-
pendicular shocks to explain the properties of Langmuir
waves in the foreshock region. These authors conclude that
in order to explain the measured brightness temperature of
the Langmuir waves, the size of the electron acceleration re-
gion should be of the order of the radius of curvature of the
shock front (∼106) km. Again, this estimate for the size of
the acceleration region is vastly grater than the spatial scale
on which the lower hybrid wave packets are observed.
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Fig. 9. The electric field waveformsE13 andE42 (top panel) and
E41 andE23 (lower panel) for the second event.

4 Discussion

The observational evidence for the occurrence of lower hy-
brid waves in the foot region has been presented in the pre-
vious section. Waves with characteristics consistent with the
lower hybrid mode were observed however, from the results
shown in the previous section not all wave packets that occur
just above the lower hybrid resonance frequency are propa-
gating in the lower hybrid wave mode. Some of the wave
packets were circularly polarised and are therefore whistler
mode waves.

In the introduction it was mentioned that the occurrence
of these waves form a crucial step in the mechanism for ac-
celerating a small portion of the electron population to high
energies. In this section, the observations are examined to
determine if the lower hybrid waves can account for the oc-
currence of the high energy electrons.

At a collisionless shock, lower hybrid mode waves are
generated by the MTSI, created when the incoming popula-
tion of particles interacts with the small (∼20%) of particles
that have been reflected at the shock. Based on the occur-
rence of a beam-like ion population to provide the free en-
ergy for the low frequency plasma oscillations, the dispersion
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Fig. 10. Theω−k joint spectrum calculated from the two perpen-
dicular electric field componentsE42 andE23 for the second event.

Fig. 11.The wavelet dynamic spectrum for event 3 (using the same
format as Fig.3.

relation for low frequency waves propagating almost perpen-
dicular to the external magnetic field may be written in the
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Fig. 12.Theω−k joint spectrum calculated the two parallel electric
field componentsE13 andE42 for event 3.

form (Vaisberg et al., 1983)

0 = 1 +
ω2

pek
2
⊥

ω2
cek

2

(
1 +

ω2
pe

k2
⊥
c2

)
−

ω2
pi

ω2

−
ω2

pek
2
||

ω2k2
⊥

(
1 +

ω2
pe

k2
⊥
c2

)−1

+
ω2

pi

k2n0

∫
k∂fb/∂v

ω − kv + 0i
d3v

+
ω2

pe

k2n0

∫
k||∂fT e/∂v||

ω − k||v|| + 0i
d3v|| (3)

whereωpj is the plasma frequency of speciesj , ω is the wave
frequency,k, k||, andk⊥ are the wave vector and its compo-
nents parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field,fb is
the beam ion velocity distribution , andfT e is the longitu-
dinal velocity distribution of the suprathermal electrons. In
its derivation, it was assumed that the frequencies and wave
vectors of the oscillations lie in the rangesωce�ω�ωci ,
Imω�ωci , k⊥rLi�1�ωci , k⊥rLe, ω�kvT i , ω�k||vT e, vTj

is the particle thermal velocity of speciesj , rLj=vTj/ωcj is
the Larmor radius of speciesj . These inequalities imply that
the ions may be treated as an unmagnetised plasma whilst the
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Fig. 13. The electric field waveformsE13 andE42 (top panel) and
E41 andE23 (lower panel) for the third event.

electrons may be described using the drift approximation. In
the limit ωpe�ωce, which is typical of the bow shock, the
oscillations will be electrostatic in nature and occur at the
lower-hybrid resonance frequency (k||=0) or slightly above
(k|| 6=0).

The last two terms in Eq. (3) relate to the fact that the
waves may be resonant with both the ion and electron popu-
lations. The component of the wave vector directed perpen-
dicular to the external magnetic field is able to interact with
the ion population, preferentially accelerating the particles in
the direction perpendicular to the field direction. The small
but finitek|| will preferentially accelerate the electron popu-
lation to higher energies along the field direction.

As was mentioned in Sect.1, at the terrestrial bow shock
lower hybrid mode waves may be generated by the MTSI set
up as a result of the incoming solar wind particles interacting
with the population of particles that have been reflected at the
shock and are thus travelling along the magnetic field lines in
the upstream direction. This scenario was used as a basis by
Vaisberg et al.(1983) to calculate the average energy of the
superthermal tail of the electron distribution as:

Ee = (me/mi)
1/5(miv

2
b)

2/5(mi1v2
b)

3/5 (4)
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Fig. 14. Theω−k joint spectrum calculated from the two perpen-
dicular electric field componentsE13 andE41 for the third event.

whereme,i are the electron/ion masses,vb is the beam ve-
locity, and1vb is the thermal energy of the beam.Vaisberg
et al.(1983) then went on to estimate the distance required in
order to accelerate an electron up to this energy and derived
Eq. (5).

L|| = 16π2n2
0E

2
e (Ee/me)

1/2

·

[
ωLH H 2

0 (ω2
pe/ω

2
ce)

∫
|Ek|

2d3k/(2π)3
]−1

(5)

Using typically observed values values for the beam veloc-
ity, the width of its distribution and its density, the average
energy of the superthermal tail of the electron distribution
calculated using Eq. (4) isEe∼100 eV. It should be noted that
this values is an average and that a small fraction of particles
may be accelerated to very high energies. Again, using the
observed magnitudes of the magnetic and electric field, par-
ticle density and the average energy of the electrons in the
superthermal tail (as calculated above) the size of the spatial
region required to accelerate electrons up to these energies
may be estimated (from Eq.5) to be

L|| = 16·π2
·9.62

·(1·10−7)2
·(11·10−7/9.1·10−27)1/2

· [63 · (1.45 · 10−4)2
· ((1.7 · 105)2/(2.55 · 103)2) ·

(1 · 10−9)2/(2π)3
]
−1

≈ 2500 km
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Thus, to reach energies ofEe∼100 eV, the acceleration re-
gion should have a spatial size of around 2500 km or greater.
In order to provide an efficient acceleration mechanism the
spatial region on which lower hybrid waves occur should be
of a similar size. However, from our observation, the dura-
tion of the lower hybrid wave packets is very short (a few tens
of milliseconds) their spatial size is rather small (∼100 km).
This size is also much greater than the size of the shock foot
region in which the reflected ions are observed.

5 Conclusions

This article has presented observations and analysis of waves
observed in the frequency range 10–40 Hz in the foot region
of a set of quasiperpendicular shocks. It has been shown
that in this region waves are often observed at a frequency
just above the local lower hybrid resonance frequency. The
analysis shows that most but not all of these wave packets
possess linear polarisation which is consistent with the waves
propagating in the lower hybrid mode. Some of the wave
packets observed in this frequency range possessed circular
polarisation and so are whistler mode.

The typical amplitudes of the lower hybrid mode wave
packets were determined to be 1–3 mVm−1. Using typically
observed values for the beam density and energy the aver-
age electron energy of the suprathermal population was de-
termined to be of the order of 100 eV. In order to provide
the necessary acceleration, the lower hybrid waves should
occupy a spatial region whose dimension is of the order of
2500 km. However, this is much greater than the region in
which the waves are observed, and is also greater than the
extent of the observed foot region of a quasiperpendicular
shock. As a result it is unlikely that the lower hybrid waves
can provide all of the required electron acceleration.
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